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Market Conditions
Do not expect Property premiums to decrease in 2022. In fact, we expect the cost of Property insurance to
continue to rise. Risk pools and insurance companies only insure a small portion of the total risk; it may not be
more than 1%. The remainder of insurance is placed with reinsurers, who look at exposures locally and globally.
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Notice the average annual cost in billions. The year 2021
was even worse. According to the University of Houston,
the total damage from the freeze, Uri, is approximately $295
billion. Plus, the U.S. experienced the Midwest tornados,
Colorado fires, West Coast fires, Hurricane Ida and other
coastal storms.
Analyzing claims since 1995, Texas ranks #1, with
Louisiana # 2 in total claims. National Underwriter

What Can Districts Do?
1) Take as much risk as the district can afford by increasing deductibles. 2) Remove buildings that don’t need to
be insured. 3) Provide insurance carriers with details of current roof systems including roof replacement. 4)
Consider issuing an RFP, but that may give current companies an opportunity to withdraw or raise their pricing.
Because of the limited number of insurance companies, too many bidders can cause capacity problems.
Deductibles (Link to Deductible Comparison Calculations)
What Deductible Should Your District Purchase? How much can the district afford? When we were young,
we needed a low Collision deductible for our car, because we couldn’t afford $1,000. Click on this link for
displays and formulas on the following deductible calculations.
Determine the Best Risk/Cost Option. Compare various deductibles by adding the cost of insurance premium
plus the total deductible cost. Use this comparison for all types of insurance including Auto Liability & Damage,
Liability, Property, Boiler, Equipment.
What are the Wind/Hail Deductibles at Potential Damaged Valuations? Compare the district’s cost of a flat
deductible with various % deductibles. What can you afford? What is the cost of a Deductible Maximum?
Deductible Too High? “Buy Down” to a Lower Amount. What is the break-even point ; risk versus premium?
A district with a $50,000 Wind/Hail deductible was offered the opportunity to “buy down” the deductible to
$25,000. For a single year, simply divide the risk by the premium. To reduce the risk by $25,000, the quoted
cost is $2,400. $25,000/2,400=10.4 years. What is the likelihood of having a storm within 10.4 years?
Important! Beware of Uninsured Buildings
In many districts there seems to be a disconnect between departments: financial, facilities and construction. We
are seeing cases where insurance has not been placed on newly-added structures because of that communication
disconnect. Before a building reaches “substantial completion” or district owned property is moved into the new
facility, the insurance company should be alerted. Failure to do so can result in an uninsured loss – a big one.
We find the same thing with vehicles. Buildings and vehicles which no longer exist are often still shown on the
schedules.
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